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The lost road: Do transportation networks imperil wildlife population persistence?
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HIGHLIGHTS

• The global road network is rapidly growing.
• Population-level studies represent a minority on road ecology.
• Most of them focused large mammals from high-income countries.
• More research on threatened species from developing countries is need.

G R A P H I C A L  A B S T R A C T

A B S T R A C T

The global road network is rapidly growing associated with human economic development. This growth also entails a high toll for biodiversity, with several well-documented negative impacts on different species. However, there is still a great lack of knowledge about the effects of roads on the persistence of wildlife populations. Here, we aimed to summarize our current knowledge on this topic, based on systematic reviews. We found that only a small proportion of studies (8%) focused on the effects of roads on population persistence. Most of these studies were about large mammals and were performed in high-income countries. Furthermore, these works studied only 2% of those species identified by the IUCN Red List as threatened by roads. Overall, our results show that we are far from understanding how roads affect the long-term viability of wildlife populations inhabiting road-effect zones. Addressing this challenge will require modifying our conceptual perspective, from short-term to long-term studies, from single road sections to focusing the landscape scale, and strive to obtain empirical data to support sound analyses to assess how road impacts affect the survival of wildlife populations, namely with information required to perform approaches such as population viability analyses. We highlight some key studies from our reviews that have addressed this global conservation concern with population-oriented approaches.
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Introduction

The global road network is spreading across the entire surface of the world, from deserts to tropical forests. Road development aims...
to accelerate economic growth and social integration, facilitating the transportation of people and goods, and decreasing production costs (Laurance et al., 2014; Alamirg et al., 2017). However, roads and related human activity entail many negative impacts on wildlife, including both direct ones such as roadkill, barrier to movement, habitat loss and fragmentation or pollution, and indirect impacts such as overexploitation of resources or habitat degradation derived from the increased accessibility to natural areas (Laurance et al., 2014; van der Ree et al., 2015; Ascensão et al., 2018).

Overall, we know that most animal species can be impacted by roads to some extent, but our knowledge in this field is still far from understanding how these impacts threaten the persistence of their populations. Achieving this knowledge is essential to properly delineate future road development and to mitigate existing ones. To confirm the research needs, we conducted a literature search with the aim of assessing publication trends related to the effects of roadkills, habitat loss and fragmentation, and mitigation actions on population persistence. We aim that, by identifying current knowledge gaps in this discipline, we will help foster evidence-based conservation programs that result in more effective actions to ensure the survival of wildlife population impacted by roads.

Research trends on population persistence along roads

We carried out three systematic bibliographic searches to understand whether the impacts of roads on population persistence are receiving proper attention by scientists, focusing on roadkill, habitat loss and fragmentation, and mitigation effectiveness, respectively. While our goal was not to carry out an exhaustive review, our search represents a quantitative starting point to develop our suggestions.

Bibliographic searches and filtering criteria

To understand whether population-level approaches in road ecology are receiving attention by scientists, we searched articles appearing in ecology-related journals focused in three topics: (i) mortality due to vehicle roadkill; (ii) fragmentation and habitat loss caused by roads; and, (iii) studies evaluating the actions addressed to mitigate these two impacts.

We used the ISI Web of Science (https://apps.webofknowledge.com) to search for publications focusing these topics. We limited the search to ecology-related journals, specifically in the categories Biodiversity Conservation, Ecology, Environmental Sciences and Zoology. We further considered only the Science Citation Index Expanded (SCI-EXPANDED) for the timespan 1900-present. Searches were performed on November 2nd, 2020. We performed three separate searches, according to the different topics related to road ecology research (see below, in bold), all with the common terms “(wildlife OR animal)” AND “(road OR highway* OR motorway*)”.

We added specific terms in each of the three searches. Namely, for Roadkill we added “AND (mortality OR roadkill* OR road-kill* OR “road kill”* OR collision* OR wildlife vehicle collision* OR accident*)”; for Habitat loss and fragmentation we added “AND (fragmentation OR avoidance OR “barrier effect” OR connectivity)”; and for Road mitigation we added “AND (mitigation OR “safe passage”* OR “canopy bridge”* OR ecoduct* OR bridge* OR “green bridge”* OR “wildlife bridge”* OR fencing OR fence OR “crossing structure”* OR culvert* underpass* OR overpass* OR “animal detection system”* OR “wildlife reflector”*)”. In a second round of searches, we selected the population-oriented articles by including the following additional terms in each of the first three searches: “AND (“population persistence”* OR “population viability” OR “population recovery” OR “population decline”* OR “population growth”* OR “population dynamic”* OR “population size”* OR “population structure”* OR “population density” OR “population genetics” OR “population health” OR “population viability analysis” OR extinction* OR extirpation* OR depletion*)”. One of us (RB) reviewed all the papers identified in these latter searches to confirm that they were really focused on population-level. We further retained information on where each study was carried out (country, classified as high-income or others following the World Bank criteria) and the target species. We also recorded the global category of threat of the target species following the Red List from the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN).

Population-level studies from our searches cover topics such as how road mortality hampers population viability, genetic structuring caused by reduced connectivity or how road proximity conditions territory use or alters population density compared to locations away from roads. We note that our searches identified some studies in which road impact was not the main focus, as well as some papers appearing in more than one category (Table S1). We excluded the only study exclusively focused on railways.

We compared the categories of the taxa studied in the papers with the information provided by the IUCN on species threatened by roads. To identify the species included in the Red List as threatened by roads, we filtered the IUCN Red List with the following criteria: “Taxonomy” (we only included “Animalia”) + “Red List Category” (“Critical Endangered”, “Endangered” and “Vulnerable”) + “Country Legends” (“Extant & Reintroduced” and “Extant (resident)”) + “Threats” (“Roads & railroads”) + “Systems” (“Terrestrial” and “Freshwater (=inland waters)”) as appear at https://www.iucnredlist.org/search.

Population persistence in the literature

Our first searches identified 898 studies on mortality, 775 on habitat loss and fragmentation and 589 on mitigation (totalling 1517 different studies). Although there may be other examples in the literature, our searches represent a quantitative starting point to develop our suggestions. Only 7% of studies on mortality, 12% of studies on habitat loss and fragmentation and 3% of studies on mitigation (totalling 117 studies, see Table S1 for the full list), corresponded to articles that used population-oriented approaches. Most of these population-level studies focused the effects of habitat loss and fragmentation (80%), followed by roadkill (55%), and mitigation actions (16%), as some papers appeared in more than one category (Table S1).

Taxa and country biases

We detected a publication bias on taxa studied (Fig. 1), as most studies focused on carnivores (36%), followed by ungulates (15%), marsupials (14%) and turtles (13%). Studies on invertebrates were anecdotal (Fig. 1). The vast majority (ca. 90%) of the population-oriented studies were carried out in high-income countries (Fig. 2). Some regions like Southeast Asia, South America or Central Africa have very few studies despite hosting mega-diverse regions, including hundreds of road-threatened species (Fig. 2).

Population-level studies on red-listed species

The IUCN red list has 193 Critically Endangered, 372 Endangered, 413 Vulnerable, 351 Near Threatened, 543 Least Concern and 90 Data Deficient species threatened by roads (Fig. 3). Of the 135 species included in any of the articles identified as population-level studies, 3 are classified as Critically Endangered, 6 as Endangered, 14 as Vulnerable, 14 as Near Threatened, 97 as Least Concern and 1 species is not listed (Table S1; Fig. 3). Thus, current scientific literature
Fig. 1. Percentage per taxa of studies on the impacts of roads on wildlife population persistence identified in our systematic searches (Table S1). Color codes are blue for mammals, brown for reptiles, grey for amphibians, green for birds and red for invertebrates.

Fig. 2. Number of population-level studies per country (figures) in our systematic searches compared with the number of species threatened by roads (CR, EN and VU) based on IUCN red list present in every country (color scale).

Fig. 3. Comparison between the percentage of scientific studies focused on the different threat categories in our systematic searches and these same percentages in the IUCN red list (only considering those threatened by roads). CR = critically endangered, EN = endangered, VU = vulnerable, NT = near threatened, LC = least concern.

Does roadkill deplete populations?

Roadkill is the most visible road impact, with billions of animals dying annually, from small insects to large mammals (Table S2). Recent work found that between 1–13% of monitored terrestrial vertebrates died due to roadkills, and that this rate increased over time for mammals (Hill et al., 2019). Several studies showed that wildlife abundance generally decreases close to roads (e.g., Benitez-López et al., 2010; Rytwinski and Fahrig, 2012). Although wildlife abundance can be reduced due to roadside avoidance, roadkills can deplete otherwise abundant populations. There is evidence that the impact of roadkills on population persistence is larger on species with greater mobility, larger home ranges, lower reproduc-
tive rates, or late maturity age (Rytwinski and Fahrig, 2012; Grilo et al., 2020).

Some theoretical studies predict higher impact of road mortality than connectivity reduction on population persistence and on genetic diversity (e.g., Ceia-Hasse et al., 2018). However, our search evidenced that, although most of studies covered roadkills, only 7% of these assessed how road mortality can compromise population survival in the long term. For instance, a study on endangered spotted turtle (Clemmys guttata) in Canada used a population viability analyses to find that probability of quasi-extinction within 150 years increased from 20–24% to 93–94% when road mortality was included in the model (Howell and Seigel, 2019). A study on vulnerable diamondback terrapin (Malaclemys terrapin) in USA obtained similar findings, as models predicted population decline in 50 years if roadkills are not mitigated (Crawford et al., 2018). Overall, studies agree in that adult (and very specially, female) survival is the key parameter to ensure population viability (Crawford et al., 2018; Howell and Seigel, 2019).

Do habitat loss and fragmentation threat populations persistence?

Habitat loss

Several telemetry-based studies proved how the behavioral avoidance of road surroundings can force animals to use less suitable habitats, implying an indirect habitat loss. This was the case of Dwinnell et al. (2019) when tested the Behaviorally Mediated Forage-Loss Hypothesis with mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) in USA. Due to the perceived risk that this species showed close to roads, deer avoided high-quality feeding habitat that would otherwise be available. As such, the amount of indirect habitat loss (high-quality feeding habitat not used by deer) was 4.6 times the direct habitat loss due to road surface occupation (Dwinnell et al., 2019). A group especially sensitive to the habitat loss caused by roads are the large carnivores. In their study on grizzly bears (Ursus arctos) in USA, authors estimated that road network decreased habitat carrying capacity by over 30% (Lyons et al., 2018). Similar findings were obtained with a landscape genetics approach for this same species, as bear density concentrated on areas of high habitat quality away from main roads (Lamb et al., 2018). How this habitat loss translates into population persistence rates remains to be investigated.

Connectivity reduction

Roads can alter habitats in different ways, but most studies to date focused on how these infrastructures reduce connectivity (reviewed in van der Ree et al., 2015; Bennett, 2017; see also Table S1). One of the few examples from developing countries on how this reduced connectivity can constrain population survival is the study on near threatened jaguar (Panthera onca) meta-population in Southwestern Brazil (Cullen et al., 2016). These authors found that the subpopulations with the most fragmented habitat by roads were predicted to have lower persistence in the next 100 years when models included no dispersal, because fragmentation in these units resulted in lower habitat availability, and, consequently, lower density of jaguars (Cullen et al., 2016). Furthermore, road-mediated habitat fragmentation exacerbated roadkills, as highly fragmented subpopulations had higher density of roads per individual compared to the best-preserved units (Cullen et al., 2016).

Does mitigation improve population persistence?

There is great lack of evidence on the effectiveness of mitigation actions in reducing negative impacts on population persistence, as only 3% of the studies that focused this topic used empirical population-oriented approaches (see examples below). Dedicated studies are essential to confirm the effectiveness of road mitigation to ensure (or not) the viability of populations inhabiting road vicinity (Lesbarrères and Fahrig, 2012; Rytwinski et al., 2015).

Comparing the impacts before and after road construction with controls, both for no road and for road with no mitigation measure (i.e., Before-After-Control-Impact, BACI designs) provide less biased findings and allow stronger inferences than simpler observational designs (Lesbarrères and Fahrig, 2012; Christie et al., 2020). These designs will avoid erroneous findings like, for instance, attributing an improvement in population viability due to a reduction in mortality after implementing a mitigation action when this reduction is actually due to a population depression caused by previous road mortality (Ascensão et al., 2019).

One of the best tools to evaluate the effectiveness of mitigation actions in restoring functional connectivity are molecular techniques. It has been found that wildlife road-crossing structures facilitate some degree of gene flow and genetic admixture in both grizzly and black bears (U. americanus) in Canada (Sawaya et al., 2014). However, these patterns were species-specific, as wildlife crossing structures were more effective to connect black bear populations (Sawaya et al., 2014). A BACI approach was employed to study the effectiveness of crossing structures to maintain the genetic admixture in a squirrel glider (Petaurus norfolcensis) population bisected by a freeway in Australia (Soanes et al., 2018). Authors found that the use of these mitigation structures reduced the genetic differentiation (if any) and increased the number of mixed pairs between individuals from both sides of the road (Soanes et al., 2018). As costs for genetic analyses are become lower, this will allow more ambitious designs in future studies (e.g., road network scale).

Few studies have explored the effectiveness of mitigation actions at population levels with other than genetic approaches. For instance, Lamb et al. (2018) demonstrated that road closures increased grizzly density, at least in small areas, by 27%. An important finding of a study on diamondback terrapin was that installing a flashing warning signage was associated with a 30% increase in crossing success rate, which slightly improved the population persistence probability (Crawford et al., 2018). However, a theoretical study combining decision theory with a metapopulation modeling concluded that multispecies mitigation provides better results (i.e., highest number of persisting populations), than single species planning (Polak et al., 2019). An ever-present problem in mitigation programs is their high economic costs. In their case study with vulnerable koala Phascolarctos cinereus, Polak et al. (2014) explored different combinations of fencing and wildlife crossings to identify what mitigation action maximized the persistence of the population at the lower economic cost. Authors concluded that there was no ‘win-win’ solution for their koala population, as any reduction in the budget resulted in a substantial reduction in expected population size (Polak et al., 2014). Surprisingly, fencing all road segments while combing them with wildlife crossings did not maximize mean population abundance, despite being the most expensive alternative (Polak et al., 2014).

An alternative to reduce conservation costs is the use of volunteer-based programs. One of the most popular is the rescue of amphibians from roadsides by volunteer patrols. The authors of a study in USA on spotted salamander (Ambystoma maculatum) simulated different efforts of volunteers (i.e., mitigation actions) related to the population persistence (Sterrett et al., 2019). They found that conservation outcomes (i.e., minimum population size,
population growth and years to extinction) benefited from almost every volunteer-based mitigation strategy compared to a no-action strategy, especially when focusing on rescuing larvae (Sterrett et al., 2019).

Appendix: Supplementary data

Supplementary material related to this article can be found, in the online version, at doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pceon.2021.07.004.
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